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A SALUTETO KOSSO
Kosso Eloul represents Canada

in Los Angeles Cultural Olympics

BY PAT FLEISHER

Toronto artist Kosso Eloul has
placed four monumental steel sculp
tures in public places in Ontario in the
past twelve months. A retrospective of
his work will be held in Los Angeles:
Kosso ElouI1964-84: 20 Years of His

Sculpture in Canada, at the Los Angeles
Municipal Art Gallery in California,
September 1I - October 14, 1984, as an
international salute during the 1984
Olympic Games Cultural Program.
These events call for celebration.

Born in Russia and raised in Israel

since the age of four, Kosso's superbly
resolved, highly intellectual sculpture is
the product of broad artistic experience
and divergent mental stimulus, before
emigrating to Canada in 1968.

Kosso Eloul. Meeting Place. stainless steel sculpture, 1984, Crown Life Building, Toronto.
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Kosso Eloul, Salule. stainless steel ,culpture.
Ontario Place, Toronto.

For instance, in 1939-43 he studied at
the Chicago Art Institute where he
came under the influence of the huma
nistic sculpture-like architecture of
Frank Lloyd Wright (architect of the
Guggenheim Museum in New York),
and the soaring geometric simplicity of
Mies van der Rohe. As a mature artist
Kosso has absorbed and resolved these
two influences to create a personal style
of disquieting, enigmatic sculptures
using primal geometric forms, incon
gruously balanced, seemingly defying
the laws of gravity. His works have a
dynamic sense of place, much like
architecture.

But Kosso's strongest subliminal
influence, is the Celtic sandstone monu
ment of Stonehenge. Standing on Salis
bury Plain in Wiltshire, England, the
monument is thought to be constructed
by the ancient{:Jruids about 2000 B.C.
as a mystic temple for the worship ofthe
sun and the stars.

Kosso relates, "I made a trip to
Stonehenge in 1960 with three sculptor
friends. We drove at night and slept on
the ground at the base of the stones to
experience the sunrise. We wanted to
feel the impact of the monument at Kosso Eloul, Passages. corten steel sculpture, 1983, Donald F. Forster Sculpture

Park, Guelph .
• conlinued
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Kosso Eloul, Onward, stainless steel sculpture, ]984, Canada's Capitol Congress Centre, Ottawa.

SALUTE TO KOSSO
continuedfrom page 27

different hours of the day, to see the
shadows cast by the sun ..." The awe
some drama of the huge rocks on a
stoneless plain, the timeless beauty and
mystery of their superbly balanced
masses, affected him deeply.

In Israel, Kosso had come across
isolated giant boulders standing alone
in the desert, said to have been erected
for mystical purposes by the biblical
ancients, but never a grouping of sacred
rocks such as Stonehenge . "It was like a
Zen experience", he relates. "I see
Stonehenge as the smallest architectural
monument in history." From that
moment he realized that size (or pres
ence) in sculpture is created by scale,
and that one of the most important
elements in sculpture is a sense of inte
gration into its environment, or "mak
ing it belong."

Certainly, the four public sculptures
installed in the past year are successful
examples of art and environment in
dynamic interraction and dialogue. In
each case, they impart strength to their
surroundings by deriving strength from
them.

Passages, a 10' x 17' corten steel
sculpture installed in November 1983at
The McDonald Stewart Art Centre, is
the inaugural piece in the Donald F.
Forster Sculpture Park at the Univer
sity of Guelph. It's a 3-piece unit which
stands at a precarious angle above a 75'
sculptural concrete cut in the ground, in
an interplay of earth, metal and viewer.

Onward, a 9' x 10' stainless steel
sculpture commissioned for the open
ing of Canada's Capital Congress Cen
tre in Ottawa in 1984, is an interior
work, sited in the curve of a soaring
glass wall which seems to reach ourand
encompass the city just beyond.

Salute, a 12' stainless steel outdoor
sculpture installed in June at the centre
entrance to Ontario Place in Toronto
by the Ontario Heritage Foundation,
stands like a thrusting sentinal on a hill
overlooking the waterfront, as it curves
towards the imposing skyline of
Toronto and the CN Tower.

But the most important work is
Meeting Place (English translation for
the Indian word, "Toronto"), the 3-ton
stainless steel sculpture, 16' high
installed in May in front of the newly
completed Crown Life building on the
northeast corner of Bloor and Church,
in honour of the 150th anniversary of
Toronto.

Meeting Place is an elegantly huma
nistic piece, illustrating the themes of
movement, action and counteraction,
while setting up a dialogue between
viewer and sculpture that is Kosso at his
best. Carefully sited and designed to
subtly interplay with the structure and
texture of the building, the large metal
sculpture creates an ongoing drama in
the very limited space of the small side
walk in front of the building. The2-part
sculpture is an expression of reaching
out, relationships with people, using a
personal and highly autobiographical
language of geometric shapes, which
are at the same time aggressive and
tender, playful and hard pressed.

The working method behind these
monumental works is unpretentious.
Kosso develops his sculptural ideas by
working directly on small balsa-wood
maquettes, rather than in the conven
tional medium of drawing, preferring
to think 3-dimensionally right from the
start. Twenty-five of these maquettes,
refabricated in metal, and 25 large pho
tographic blow-ups illustrating the key
installations and sites of his sculptures
will represent Canada in Los Angeles
this fall. 0

Pat Fleisher was the founding editor of the
former artmagazine.


